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2.

THE FOREST
1.
Here there are many black trees:
gnarled non-conformists,
each body scarred differently,
each with its own concerns,
own silences.
In spring the seedlings pop,
pushing through the birth-wet dirt,
thirsting for the life of light,
straining thin arms toward rain.
Many never make it through the membrane of leaves.
Some grow straight,
assisted by the sun:
their lives will be tall and easy:
a race for the blue ceiling,
a quest for the life of light.
Others will be left below,
prisoned by the darkness
of a taller shadow:
this was meant to be:
the life of desperation for some.
Still others will grow crooked,
like a still-shot modern dancer:
contortions in the wind and rain:
the dance of death's darkness
around the trunks of the tough.
Here there are many still logs:
corpses lying silen tly
amid the turmoil of the new generation.
Their influence is felt, acknowledged.
Where they lay a seedling cannot break.

When fall comes the trees
are bare and skeletal. They
look grotesque with their
thin fingerbones scra tching
the cold air. When the sun
appears it illuminates the
naked bodies and exposes them
in their desperation:
they cling
to the dirt,
roots like
a hand in a
death grasp.
They strangle
their mother
in their fear
of being raped.
I cannot walk here:
this place is a graveyard of faces:
each tree different:
each holding helplessly
to the breast of the ground.
I cannot walk here.
I fear the desperation
of their black and twisted trunks.
- L. Eric Greinke
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